FILM IN BERLIN-BRANDENBURG
Berlin-Brandenburg...

...is Germany's #1 film location:
→ More than 300 films and high-end series are shot and produced in the capital region every year, including major prize winning international productions.

...offers well-known film events such as:
→ Berlin International Film Festival (Berlinale), Berlinale Talents, German Film Awards (LOLA) and more than 60 international film festivals.

...benefits from excellent educational facilities:
→ Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF, German Film and Television Academy (dffb), Institut für Schauspiel, Film- und Fernseherufe (iSFF), among others.

About
1,900
film companies with total revenues of nearly
€900 m
and a sales growth of
53%
over the last 10 years.
Germany's capital region is the country's most exciting film location. Home of the famous Studio Babelsberg, it has an illustrious film tradition, paired with professional expertise that attracts filmmakers from all over the world. More than 300 films are shot here every year, including large-scale Hollywood productions and international prizewinning projects. Films and high-end drama series produced in the capital region regularly draw international acclaim, and major stars such as Steven Spielberg, Gore Verbinski, Wes Anderson, Claire Danes and Jennifer Lawrence come here to shoot – and to enjoy the "Capital of Cool".
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Germany’s capital region is the country’s most exciting film location. Home of the famous Studio Babelsberg, it has an illustrious film tradition, paired with professional expertise that attracts filmmakers from all over the world. More than 300 films are shot here every year, including large-scale Hollywood productions and international prizewinning projects. Films and high-end drama series produced in the capital region regularly draw international acclaim, and major stars such as Steven Spielberg, Gore Verbinski, Wes Anderson, Claire Danes and Jennifer Lawrence come here to shoot – and to enjoy the "Capital of Cool".

**THRILLING LOCATIONS & VAST STUDIO CAPACITY**

Berlin-Brandenburg is Germany’s most in-demand film-production location, with an outstanding infrastructure for filmmaking, a wide range of shooting locations and an immense quantity of studio capacity provided by Studio Babelsberg, Studio Adlershof, Berliner Union-Film and others. The Berlin Brandenburg Film Commission (BBFC) supports producers and filmmakers from around the globe who want to shoot in the capital region with a diverse array of services. BBFC assists in obtaining shooting permits and offers an extensive, continuously updated database of approximately 1,500 locations searchable by motif, as well as an electronic industry directory for Berlin and Brandenburg.
It was great to work at Babelsberg, which is the oldest movie studio in the world! That was really exciting and really fun. I was there for months and months.

→ George Clooney | The Monuments Men

FILM & HIGH-END DRAMA SERIES FUNDING

With an annual budget of about €26 million, the Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg regional film fund supports the development, production and distribution of film projects and high-end drama series. Babylon Berlin and the fifth season of Homeland offer two recent prominent examples of projects supported through the serial drama sub-category of Medienboard’s new funding program for serial productions. In addition, Medienboard is a partner in a Franco-German program that provides development funding for TV fiction series. Additional funding options are offered by the Creative Europe MEDIA Program, the German Federal Film Fund (DFFF) and the German Motion Picture Fund (GMPF).

EXCELLENT SERVICES

Highly skilled multilingual crews with extensive experience in international coproductions guarantee that production will take place at the highest international level. The region offers a broad range of qualified manufacturers and providers of film equipment, as well as renowned post-production and VFX partners. Numerous films, series and commercials have benefited from the top-notch technical solutions provided by Berlin-based ARRI, as well as the deep expertise in digital production and animation found within numerous local companies. Berlin Partner for Business and Technology and ZAB Brandenburg Economic Development Board offer a broad range of information on potential business locations, funding and schemes for business start-ups and corporate finance.

LOCAL PARTNERS FOR FILM & SERIES PRODUCTIONS

From pre-production to on-location shooting to post-production and VFX – a host of companies are located in the Germany’s capital region, e.g.:
There is such an amazing sense of filmmaking among everybody that works for movies in Germany, especially Berlin (...) it was fantastic because your crews are some of the best crews in the world!"

— Steven Spielberg | Bridge of Spies

For a detailed film industry directory of the region, visit the BBFC website: www.bbfc.de
FUNDING, FINANCING AND CONSULTING

FUNDING FOR DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF FILM AND HIGH-END DRAMA SERIES

Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH  
→ www.medienboard.de  
Kirsten Niehuus | Managing Director Film Funding  
k.niehuus@medienboard.de | +49 (0)331 7438710

CONSULTING ON BUSINESS LOCATIONS, FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES AND ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

Berlin Partner for Business and Technology GmbH  
→ www.berlin-partner.de  
Birgit Reuter | Project Manager Media / Creative Industries  
birgit.reuter@berlin-partner.de | +49 (0)30 46302338

ZAB Brandenburg Economic Development Board GmbH  
→ www.zab-brandenburg.de  
Fernanda Lange Boettcher | Project Manager Media / ICT  
fernanda.lange@zab-brandenburg.de | +49 (0)331 6603227

LOCATIONS, FILM PERMITS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Berlin Brandenburg Film Commission (BBFC)  
→ www.bbcf.de  
Christiane Raab | Head of BBFC  
c.raab@medienboard.de | +49 (0)331 7438731
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